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6 
Let 1 be a prime number, (I, q) = 1, and let 8, be an algebraic closure 
of 0,. Let .9(G) be the Grothendieck group of virtual G-modules over a,. 
We denote D: S’(G) -+ Z(G) the homomorphism such that 
D,(E) = -K- (- 1 )“I E,,, zr 
for any finite-dimensional G-module E over 8,. 
Let T be a maximal torus of G, defined over F, and let T be the group of 
its F,-rational points. For any one dimensional T-module 0 (over a,) we 
have defined in [5, 1.201 a virtual representation R:(B). Let u(G) be the F,- 
rank of G. 
We shall prove the following: 
THEOREM. 
D&?;(O)) = (-l)“(G’-o(T) R,G(f?). 
Let us recall the definition of R:(8) or, more generally, that of “twisted 
induction” from Levi subgroups (cf. [S, 71). 
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Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G, with unipotent radical U and let L be 
a Levi subgroup of P. We assume that L is defined over F,, but we make no 
assumption on P. Let L be the group of F,-rational points of L. Let F: G -+ G 
be the Frobenius map corresponding to the F,-rational structure of G. The 
variety 
*LAP= {gEGI g-‘F(g)-JJ 
has a G x L action 
(&lo: g+ g,gf-‘. 
Hence we have a G x L-action ((go, I)*)- ’ of G x L on the cohomology 
groups Hf(X,,,). (Here Ht( ) denotes &ale cohomology with compact 
support with coefficients in a,.) Let rt be a finite-dimensional L-module 
over 0,. Then (HL(X,,,) @ I[)~, with L acting diagonally, is in a natural 
way a G-module. By definition, 
R :c p(4 = 7 (- 1 )‘Wf(X,, p) 0 ~1~ Es(G). 
In particular, if B is a Bore1 subgroup containing T, with unipotent radical 
V, the virtual representation R:=‘,,(8) is defined. It is independent of B 
[S, 4.31 and is, by definition, RF(B). 
Let ( , )G: S’(G) x S’(G) + Z be the bilinear form defined by (E, E’>, = 
dim Horn&C, E’) for any two finite-dimensional G-modules E, E’ over 0,. 
The following result is a generalization of the orthogonality formula 
[S, 6.81. 
THEOREM. 
where, for n in the sum, “0 denotes the representation of n- ‘Tn defined b? 
“B(n-‘tn) = O(t), t E T. 
8 
We shall now give the proof of Theorem 6 assuming Theorem 7. If G = T, 
the theorem is obvious. Assume now that G #T and that the theorem is 
already proved for groups of dimension (dim G. We shall distinguish two 
cases. 
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Case 1. T is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup P of G, defined 
over F,. Let L be a Levi subgroup of P, containing T and defined over F,. 
Let L, P denote the groups of F,-rational points of L, P. According to 
[5,8.2] we have R:(0) = Ind(Rk(@), where Ind: Z@(L)+ .R(G) is the 
homomorphism defined by lifting a representation of L to P and then 
inducing it from P to G. According to [ 11, we have Ind 0 D, = D, 0 Ind. 
Since the theorem is assumed to be true for L, we have 
D,(Rv(B)) = D, Ind(Rk(8)) = Ind(D,(Rx@)) 
= Ind((-l)“‘L’~““‘R~~)) = (-l)“(G)mo’n R:(e) 
since u(G) = a(L). 
Case 2. For any proper parabolic subgroup P defined over F,, we have 
T u? P. 
Given such P, let L be a Levi subgroup of P defined over F, and let P, L. 
Ind be defined as in Case 1. Our hypothesis shows that the set (n E G 1 
n-‘Tn c L} is empty. By Theorem 7, we then have (Rf=dx), R:(0)), = 0, 
for any L-module x of finite dimension. An argument entirely similar to that 
in the proof of [5, 8.21 shows that Rf=;p(z) = Ind rr. Thus we have 
(Ind 71, R:(B)), = 0 f or any L-module rc of finite dimension or, equivalently, 
(R:(0))“’ = 0, where M-+ M” is the homomorphism .9(G) + .9(L) such 
that, whenever M is a G-module, M”’ is the space of vectors of M, invariant 
under U (= the unipotent radical of P). From the definition of D,, we see 
then that D(R:(8)) = (-1)‘“’ R:(8). It remains to use the fact that, for our 
T, we have o(G) - a(T) E ]s] (mod 2). 
9 
Let X be a scheme of finite type over an algebraic closure of F, and let 
f: X + X be a morphism. We set 
P(f, X)=x (-l)i Tr(f*, H:(X)). 
In the proof of Theorem 7, we shall need the following: 
LEMMA. Assume that f is an automorphism (offinite order) of X, and let 
T be a torus acting on X such that f commutes with each element of T. Then 
P”(f, X) = Y(f, XT), where X’ is thefixed point set of T on X. 
Proof. Write f = f, . f, = f, . f, where f, (resp. f,) is a power off and 
has order prime to p (resp. power of p). According to [5,3.2], we have 
P(f, x) = ip(f,, XA), LF~ XT) = Y(fu, (XT)fs) = M(f,, (Xfs)‘). Thus, we 
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are reduced to the case where f has order a power of p. We can find an 
element I E T such that X’ = XT. Assume that we know that 
Y(f, X) = Yyff, X). (9.1) 
Using again [.5, 3.21. we have Y’(fr, X) = Y’(f, X’) = Y’(f, XT); hence. by 
(9.1), we have Y(f, X) = Ik(f, XT), as desired. It remains to prove (9.1). 
We choose F,,-rational structures on T and X with Frobenius maps F: T + T. 
F: X + X, such that F(t’x) = F(t’) F(x), for all I’ E T, x E X, F(f) = I and 
F($Y) = p(x) for all x E X. Using the trace formula for Frobenius maps. we 
see that (9.1) would be a consequence of 
1 X’“fl = I X’“ff 1 for all integers n > 1. (9.2) 
Given n> 1, we can find t, E T such that t; ‘F”(f,) = t. Then the map 
s + t ; ‘,Y is a bijection XFnf r X’“!‘. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
10 
We shall now prove Theorem 7. As in the proof of [ 7, Theorem 8 ] we see 
that the left-hand side of (7.1) is equal to 
ITI-’ IL(-’ x (-l)jTr(t, I), H’,(g))Tr(t, tV)Tr([-‘, 7r), (10.1) 
IET 
/EL 
i>O 
where 
s = ((x, x’, y) E V x U x G ) xF( y) = yu’ 1. 
and TxL actsonS by 
Let C = (n E G I K’Tn c L} and let C,, C*,..., C, be the orbits of L acting 
on C by right translation. For each i, 1 < i < m, let Gi = 
F-‘(B) C,F-‘(P) = F-‘(V) CiF-‘(U). Then Gi (1 < i < m) are the double 
cosets of G with respect to F-‘(B) and F-‘(P). 
We set Si = {(x, x’, 4’) E S ) y E Gi}. The Si form a partition of S, stable 
under the action of T x L. Corresponding to this partition, we have a decom- 
position of expression (10.1) into the sum of m terms, the terms being 
obtained from (10.1) by replacing S by Si (1 < i < m). Let (10.1) (i) be the 
term corresponding to i. Let 
si = {(x,x’, u, n, u) E V x U x F-‘(V) x Ci x F-‘(U) I xF(unu) = tlnux’}. 
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The map Si -+ gi defined by (x, x’, u, tz, u) + (x,.x’, tlnu) is a locally trivial 
fibration all of whose fibres are afftne spaces of fixed dimension. Moreover, 
this map is T x L-equivariant, for the action of T x L on sj given by 
(t, I): (x, x’, L’, n, u) + (txt - ‘, lx’f - ‘, rut ‘, m- ‘, lul- ’ ). (10.2) 
It follows that expression (10.1) (i) is equal to 
ITI-’ JLI-’ x (-1)’ Tr((t, I), H’,(Si)) Tr(t, 8) Tr(l-‘, rc). (10.3) 
rcT.leL.j>O 
We now make the change of variable xF(u)+x, ?c’F(u)-’ +x’. Then Si 
becomes 
((X,-Y’, u, n, u) E V x U x F-‘(V) x Ci x F-‘(U) 1 xF(n) = LWX’}. 
The action of T x L is given by the same formula (10.2) as in the old coor- 
dinates. Next, we note that the same formula (10.2) defines an action of the 
group 
Hi= ((t, I) E Z x Z’ 1 Z-IF(I) = F(ni)-’ t-IF(t) F(n,)t 
on Si, where Z (resp. Z’) is the identity component of the centre of n,Ln; 
(resp. of L) and n, is any element of Ci. (Clearly, Hi does not depend on the 
choice of ni in C,.) 
We shall now determine the fixed point set (gi)“y of the torus HP 
(=identity component of Hi) on Si. 
By Lang’s theorem, the homomorphism Hi -+ Z, ((t, I) + t) is onto, hence 
its restriction HP + Z must be also onto since Z is connected. Similarly, the 
homomorphism HP + Z’, ((t, I) + I) is onto. Therefore, if (x,x’, t’, n, u) E 
(Si)Hy, we must have 
tx-’ =x, 
1x11-’ =x’, 
tvt-’ = v for all t E Z, 
l&’ = u for all 1 E Z’. 
Since L is the centralizer of Z’ and n,Ln; ’ is the centralizer of Z, it follows 
that x, L’ E V f? n,Ln; ’ and x’, v’ E U n L = { 11. We then have xF(n) = on, 
hence F(n) = x-‘vn E n,Lni ‘n. Since n E n,L, we have F(n) E nL, hence 
F(C,) = Ci. In particular, (Si)Hy is empty, unless F(C,) = Ci. Assume now 
that F(C,) = (Ci). Then ni E Ci may be chosen so that ni E G. The equation 
defining Hi may now be written: F(ln; ‘t ‘ni) = fn,: ‘t - ‘ni. It follows that 
Hp={(t,I)EZxZ’II=n;‘tn,t 
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and 
(3JHP = ((x, 1, v, n&, 1)1x,uEVnn,Ln;‘,L’EL, 
y-IF(y) = n;‘v-‘xn,t. 
Since the action of T x L on sj corn&es with the action of the torus HP, 
expression (10.3) is equal, by Lemma 9, to 
ITI-‘ILI-’ x (-l)‘Tr((t, I), H’,(si)Hy) Tr(t, 19) Tr(l-‘, n). 
IET 
I E 1. 
i20 
In the case where F(C,)= Ci, the map (Si)Hy+ {y E L I y-IF’(y) E 
n;‘Vnit given by (x, 1, v, niy-‘, 1) + 4’ is a locally trivial tibration all of 
whose libres are aff’ne spaces of the same dimension. The action of (t, I) on 
(S,)Hy corresponds to the action 4’ + lyn; ‘fni. Hence expression (10. I) is 
equal to 
ITI-‘ILI-’ ‘<T& lT (-l)j 
. 
uq=ci ,EL 
j>O 
X Tr((t, I), Hj,{u E L I ~-‘F(J’) E n;‘Vnit) Tr(t, 19) Tr(l-‘, X) 
which is clearly equal to the right hand side of (7.1). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 6. 
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